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Abstract

In the present paper, we discuss the condition that any Finsler connection in a

Finsler space be linear, and especially give the characterization of Cartan type.

Introduction

Let　〟,エ) be a Finsler space, where 〟 is a differentiable manifold andエ(〟,
●

y) {yi-xi) is a Finsler metric function on M. The fundamental tensor field g{j is
●      ●                                                ●

given by gi<- (∂i∂jL2 )/2, where ∂i- ∂IByl. We shall express a Finsler connection

FF in terms of its coefficients as FF- (F/k, N{k, C/k). Various distinguished
●

tensor fields are defined as follows: Um- {giM) /2, -Dl'*-,yiFA-N*k, P{jk- ∂kN{j-
●

Fk'Jt T/^F/k-Fsj and PJiM- diFJik- Cjilik+ CJimPmu, where a short bar denotes

the /z-covariant differentiation.

A Finsler connection FP is called linear if the coefficients F/k depend on

position alone: ∂iF/k-O, since then(F/*) defines a linear connection on M.

A Finsler space is called a Berwald space if the Berwald connection is linear. A

Berwald space is also defined as a Finsler space whose Cartan connection is linear,
●

and is characterized by the well-known condition Cォ*u-0, where Cijk- ¥dkgij)/2.

Suggested by Wagner [9] , the author generalized the notion of the Cartan connec-

tion, and gave a characterization of linear generalized Cartan connections (cf.

Hashiguchi [2, Theorem l] , Hashiguchi-Ichijyo [3, Theorem 3] ). Recently, Prasad,

Shukla and Singh treated h-recurrent Finsler connections, and obtained the condi-

tion that such a Finsler connection be linear (cf. [7, Theorem 1.1], [8, Theorem

3.1]). On the other hand, in order to study conformal changes of a Finsler metricエ

on My Ichijyo has introduced the notion of(L, N) -connection, where N is a fixed

non･linear connection, and given the condition that such a Finsler connection be

linear (cf. [4, Theorem 3]).
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The above Finsler connections are of special type among general Finsler

connections. In their recent paper [1], Aikou and也e author expressed any

Finsler connection in terms of some distinguished tensor fields. From this stand-

point, in the present paper we shall generally discuss the condition that any Finsler

connection in a Finsler space be linear, and give various characterizations in terms

of such tensor fields. In the first section we give characterizations in terms of Uijk,

P*jk, P/ki (Theorem 1.1) and in terms of Uijk, Pljk, T/k (Theorem 1.2), and in the

second section the characterization of Cartan type, i.e., in terms of Uijk, D'k, T/k

(Theorem 2.1). Theorem 1.2 shows that Theorem 3 of [4] is due to Uijk- TA-0,

and Theorem 2.1 gives other expressions for Theorem 1.1 of [7] and Theorem 3

of [3] (Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 ).

The motive of the present paper is influenced by the above literature. The

author wishes to express here his sincere gratitude to Professor Dr. M. Matsumoto

who drew the author's interest to the subject.

The terminology and notations are referred to Matsumoto's monograph [5].

1. Linear Finsler connections

Given a Finsler connection FF- (F/kf Nlky CA), we can associate the Finsler

connection 'FT- ¥F/k, N¥f 0 ) with FF. Since the /w-curvature tensor field fP2 of

'FT is given by

1.1) 'Pjikl- alFjik,

wehave

Proposition 1.1. A Finsler connection FT is linear if and only if the associat-

ed Fmsler connection 'FT has the vanishing hv-curvature tensor field ′P2.

Now, we shall consider the problem on a Finsler space (M, L). Since the

^-connection is unessential, we assume that Cijky C/k are always

(1.2)　　　　　　　　Cォ*- O*&,)/2, C/k-gimC'jmk,

where (gij) - (gu)-1. It is noted that contrary to the notation in [1] we put

(1.3)　　　　　　　　　　　Uijk- (giM) /2.

Throughout the present paper the following Proposition and Lemma are

useful.
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Proposition 1.2. (1) FT is v-metrical: gij¥k - 0 > where a long bar denotes the

v-covariant differentiation.

(2) FF satisfies the Crcondition: yJCfk-O, and we have
●

y¥h-D¥, y{Cmk- -CmD'k, yjC/kU- -C,¥D¥.

(3) UiJk is symmetric in i, j: Uijk- Ujik, and we have

sjm^i l¥k -｣sijl¥k　2Ujmk^i I*

Lemma.InaFinslerspace(M,L),aFinslerconnectionFF-(FA,Nlk}C/k)

satisfiesthefollowingformulas:

●●●(1.4)Cmk-CijmPmkl+dlUijk+(gnjdtF^t+gindtFj"1*)/2,

●1.5P｡'kL-Pllkl-T-∂tD^+Cn'tD*",,

′

●(1.6)ァijkl--｣jm∂lFimk-¥r2UjmkCimi¥Ciji¥kCijmPmkl),

(1.7)蝣LiikL-
ijkl勘{CjkiuCjkmPma31UjkiI+(2UjmkCimi31Uijk)+Awa>

whereweputPijki-gjmPimki,and

●●●(1.8)Aiiu-(&mdiTimk+g{MdlTkmJ-gkmdlTjm{)/2,

andWij{�"�"�"}denotesthealternatingsummation:Wij{Fimj}-Fimj-Fjmi,and

thesubscript0thecontractionbyyj:Po^i-y^fki.

Proof.(1)Let′FF-(FA,N*k,0)betheFinslerconnectionassociatedwithFF.

UndertheprocessfromFFtofFFythe(v)^-torsiontensorfieldPlandthe

^-covariantdifferentiationareunchanged.Thet;-covariantdifferentiationisnoth-

ingbutthepartialdifferentiationbyy¥Applyingtog{joneoftheRicciidentities

withrespectto'FF,wehavefrom(1.1)

(1.9)diigi.j¥kト(digu).蝣--(gmjdiFimk+gimdiFjmk+(dmgil)Pmki)蝣

(1.4)followsfrom(1.2),(1.3).

(2)(1.5)and(1.6)directlyfollowfrom

(1.10 Di -∂MM-C/M+C/nP* kl'
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(3) Applying to g{j one of the Ricci identities with respect to FP, we have

(1.ll)　　　　giMkl-gihk- - (gmjPimkl+gimPjmkl+gi*mCkmi) ,

which is reduced to

(1.12 Pijkl-+-Pjikl-2 ( UmjkCimi+ UimkCjmi　∂iUijk).

SubstitutingtheexpressionforgJn∂iF{mkfrom(1.6)ingJn∂Tlm-
vik-●ォォ{&:
Jm∂LFimk},andcalculatingtheright-handsidとof(1.8)bytheChristoffel
process,wehave(1.7)from(1.12).Q.E.D.

From(1.4)and(1.6)wehavethefollowingcharacterizationofalinearFinsler

connectionintermsofUijh,Pljk,Pij
ijky*jk>*ikU

Theorem1.1.InaFinslerspace,aFinslerconnectionFF-(F/*,N*k,C/k)

islinear:∂F/k-Q,ifandonlyifFFsatisfiesthefollowingconditions¥

Ciu¥k- CijmPmki+ ∂IUijky

●

Pijkl-2UjmkCimi　∂cUm.

Paying attention to (1.7), the condition (1.14) is equivalent to Aijki-0 under

the condition (1.13). Taking the alternating part in i, k of Amh the conditionAijkl -

0 is also equivalent to
●

1.15 diT/k-O.

Thus we have the following characterization of a linear Finsler connection in terms
●

of Ui.jk, Pljky

Theorem 1.2. In a Finsler砂ace, a Finsler connection FF is linear if and

only ifFFsatisfies the conditions (1.13) and (1.15).

Especially, in the case that FF is metrical: Uijk- 0, and has the vanishing

(h) h-torsion tensor field: T/k -O, then FF is linear if and only if FF satisfies

condition

1.16 Ci,･llk - CijmP mkl.

Given a non-linear connection N in a Finsler space (〟,エ), Ichiiyo [4]
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introduced a Finsler connection called the (L, N) -connection and the tensor field

Qijki-Cmk-Cijm Pmkh and showed that Qyw-0 is the condition that it be linear. In

fact, the (L, N) -connection is characterized by Uijk- T/'*-0.

2. The characterization of Cartan type

The Cartan connection of a Finsler space is characterized as the Finsler

connection with C/k given by (1.2) and satisfying Uijk:=Dik- Tjik-0. So we hope

to characterize a linear Finsler connection in terms of Uijky D¥, Tfk. In the condi-

tion (1.13) of Theorem 1.2, we can replace P{ki by

●

(2.1)　　　　　　　　　　　　Piu- -dJ)i

and we have

Theorem 2.1. In a Finsler砂ace, a Finsler connection FF is linear if and only

if Fr satisfies the conditions (1.15) and

●                        ●

(2.2)　　　　　　　　　Ciu¥k-　CamdiDmk-¥- diUuk'

●

Proof. Let ･Fr be linear. Substituting Nik-yjF/k-Dik in Piu- ∂tNU-F^ we
●

have (2.1) from 8fFA-0, and so (1.13) becomes (2.2).

Conversely, assume that FF satisfies (1.15) and (2.2). Contracting (2.2) by y¥

wehave

2.3 CinD¥- -yl∂iUm.

Since (1.15) yields Aijkl-Oy the condition (2.2) reduces (1.7) to

●

(2.4)　　Pim - -^ij{Cjkm(Pma+ diD'mi) }+ (2UjmkCiml- ∂iUm).

Contracting (2.4) by y¥ we have from (1.5), (2.3)

●                                                                     ●

(2.5)　　　　　　　p^+ a^- - c*'oT(Pm<サ+vra*｣>mr) ,

from which we have (2.1), and so (1.13). Q.E.D.

As is shown in the above proof, we have
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Proposition 2.1. In a Finsler砂ace, if a Finsler connection FF is linear, FF

satisfies (2.1), (2.3), and

2.6 y‡yJ∂iUm-O.

(2.3) istheconsequence of (2.2), and so of diF/k- 0. (2.6) follows from(2.3).

Now, we shall discuss some special cases. In a Finsler space (M, L), a Finsler

connection FF is called h-recurrent if there exists a covariant Finsler vector field

ak{xy y) satisfying

2.7 gij¥k = dkgij,

that is, 2Um-akgij (cf. [7, 8], Miron-Hashiguchi [6 ]).

If an /z-recurrent Finsler connection FP is linear, we have from (2.6)

(2.8) diak-O,

that is, ak depend on position alone. Then we have

(2.9)　　　　　　　　　　　　di Uijk - cikCiji.

Thus we have

Theorem 2.2. In a Finsler砂ace (M9 L) , an h-recurrent Finsler connection FF

is linear if and only if FF satisfies the conditions (1.15), (2.8) and

(2.10)　　　　　　　　　Ciji¥k-　CamdiDmk+ctkCiji.

Paying attention to (2.3) , (2.9) , it is shown that the condition (2.10) in Theorerm

2.2 is equivalent to the following two conditions in Theorem 1.1 of [ 7 ]

(2.ll)　　　　　　　　　　　　CmD'*- O ,

(2.12)　　　　　　　　　Ciji¥k - Cijm¥iD mk + dkCiji.

It is noted that these conditions are expressed as the single condition (2.10) by

using the partial derivative instead of the 〟-covariant derivative, and the additional

condition Xmi- 0 is reduced to the simple conditions (1.15), (2.8).

Especially, for a metrical Finsler connection we have
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Theorem 2.3, In a Finsler space (M, L), a metrical Finsler connection FF

is linear if and only if FF satisfies the conditions (1.15) and

(2.10')　　　　　　　　　(sijllk-　Lijrn91U

The condition (2.10′) in Theorem 2.3 is equivalent to the two conditions (2.

11　and

(2.12′) CijL¥b- C,ijm¥l

which were given in Theorem 3 of [3 ].
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